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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hello Everyone,

Jubilee Arrangements

It’s the end of another short week and we are all
looking forward to the long holiday weekend. There is
so much happening over the weekend, read on to find
out what TBS have/will be up to.

Thursday 2nd June: Beacon Lighting Performances

This
week
we
welcomed
Mrs
Chelsea Ellick into
school on a part
time basis as a TA.
Chelsea has settled
in well and you will
hear from her in
the coming weeks.
Thank You to all the parents who turned up for the
Year 7 and 8 Parents meeting on Tuesday. As always
your ongoing support is much appreciated.
Our little school Library
has opened and is going
well. It is lovely to see
the students using this
space at Lunchtime to
read and play games.
We have just recently
received some of our
new books which are currently being put out in the
Library. These books were purchased with the spelling
bee sponsored money (winners and runners up of the
spelling be will be presented with their certificates
next week). Thank you to our student librarians who
have volunteered to support with the Lunchtime
openings.

Amendment to last week’s Newsletter
The End of Year Awards Assembly is Friday 15th July
not 15th June as previously stated more details to
follow.
That’s it for this week. Enjoy the Jubilee celebrations.
Tania Maggott
Head Teacher

Primary children have been invited to perform two
songs prior to the lighting of the beacon. There will
also be musical performances by some secondary
pupils. Please arrive at Jubilee View at 8pm. There is
no set dress code for this event.
Parents and Carers are responsible for the
transportation of their children to and from the event,
as well as the supervision of children for the duration
of the event.
Please note that shuttle buses will be running from
outside Saints Club at 7.30pm and 7.45pm and will
return from Jubilee View at 9.30pm and 9.45pm.
Friday 3rd June: Art Exhibition and Floats
The Art and Craft Exhibition will be judged in the
morning and will be open to the public from 15.00pm.
Those who are part of the Walking Float should meet
in Georgetown Town Square at 4.45pm. Please were a
red, white or blue top and dark bottoms.
Sunday 5th June: Art Exhibition Prize-giving
The prizes for winners of the art and craft exhibition
will be awarded during the Street Party.
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Hello and welcome from Year 7. The students have been working very hard in all their subjects and would like to tell
you about some of things they have been up to.
Hi I’m Cohen.
In ICT we have been learning about Photoshop. I have made this Coca Cola
image as part my advert task as we have been learning how to use layers
and duotone in Photoshop. I am quite happy
with what it has turned out to be.
During the Kung Fu club we have been
learning a few kicks and punches. Its quite
fun as well! It is taught by Miss Wilson.

Hi I’m Kaia. In ICT we have been doing Photoshop, I created a movie poster
and I like it because it’s to do with Scooby doo.to make this movie poster I
had to go through a lot of steps, I had to use layers to make my poster even
better. I blended my pictures together to give it a cool effect.
In my art lesson we’ve been creating papier Mache shells with black
Zentangle patterns on a white background .this project was made for the
Queens platinum jubilee. In my lunch times I like going into the art room as
I am painting of a turtle covered in patterns inspired by Thaneea McArdle
Hi am Leromeo, In ICT we have been working on Photoshop. We
have been doing a lot like making hybrid animals with layers. We
used 3 or more different animals to create our own animal. We put
the animal parts together and we blended them together with the
burn tool to make some parts darker. I put a fish head on top of an
owl body and made it look more natural by making it darker and I
finally added a lizard tail to balance it out. I have also been doing
kung Fu after school on Wednesday and have enjoyed it.

Hi I’m Kaelyn, In ICT lessons we have been making magazine covers on
Photoshop. We’ve been learning how to do adjustments, changing the mood,
creating a composite image, hybrid animals and duotone album covers. It has
been one of the most enjoyable lessons since I’ve moved up to year 7, but to
be fair I’ve enjoyed all my lessons in seniors. I think my magazine task was the
most fun and most successful so far because Mrs. Hudson doesn’t make it all
about the lesson we have some jokes and she talks problems through clearly
and really does help us.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi I’m Molly, and I would like to tell you about what we have been doing
in ICT. We have been using Photoshop. We have used Duotone to create
Album covers of already existing ones or our own. I am very pleased with
the final outcome and have enjoyed this topic. Outside of school I am a
loud humorous person. I sometimes chill out with friends whilst listening
to music and having a laugh somewhere in the village.

Year 7 have also been exploring what life was like in Tudor times. They
would like to share some interesting facts with you.
Kaia: In Tudor times, if you were found guilty of murder you would be boiled to death in a big bowl filled with hot
water!
Cohen: Doctors would cut open a vein to let out ‘bad blood’ to ‘heel’ people!
Kaelyn: Queen Elizabeth I liked to watch bears and bulls attacked being attacked by vicious dogs and being whipped
by men!
Molly: More than 90% of Tudors lived in the country side and used farming as a living!
Leromeo: 75% of rich Tudor’s diets were full of meat!
Miss Wilson: Did you know that Tudor children went to school from 7am (6am in summer) until 5pm 6 days a week!
I’m sure all children are glad that it is not as long these days!
Interesting to see how times have changed since the 1600s. That’s all for now from Year 7.

